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Backgrounds
Recently, a few children-centered recommendation systems have 
been created and evaluated. However, these systems required 
user interaction to create ground truth to evaluate the result.
There is no research that evaluates children’s book RS with real 
world readerlike data.

Research Target
This research is designed to compare some traditional 
recommendation algorithms when targeting different age groups of 
users and explore which trait could impact the recommendation 
process most in RS.

Results and Discussion

Dataset
• 18K Books, each instance is associated with meta-data, 

including authors, series, editions, publishers, cover 
images, and sizes

• created from GoodReads[1,2] with 2.3M books instances.

Metrics
• Mean Reciprocal Rank
• Hits@5

Algorithms
• Popular
• Description Similarity
• Emotion
• Book Length
• Cover Image (Brightness, Colorfulness

Results

Hit@5 computed for different recommendation models across datasets capturing users of different ages

MRR Box Plot computed for different recommendation models across datasets capturing users of different ages

Findings
• The traditional model performs better than children

friendly models.
• The traditional model performs better on Adults dataset
• Book Length is the best performance model among all 

children friendly recommendation models.
• The brighter and more colorful cover page attracts 

kindergarten children better.
Limitation and Future Work

• The data source similar book list is created with popularity
• More model can be tested in the future.
• It is possible to create a recommendation model based on 

emotion analysis and book length.
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